
Venue Rules 

 

 

No Horses to be hard tied whist at the venue. In the arena there are baling twine loops which you 

can tie to however please don’t leave a rope tied with no horse attached on the other end and 

please ensure loose halters are tidily placed outside the arena. Never tie horses to trees in the 

camping area. 

 

Dogs are permitted however at no time are they to be off lead. Whilst competition is running dogs 

must be chained, tied or crated at your camp. Once competition has ceased, they are permitted at 

the social/spectator area on leash only and only if a social dog. You are solely responsible for 

keeping them away from the food preparation area in and around the shed. 

 

At PRSAP we encourage as many youth and families to participate as possible. Our ridden age limit is 

8 years old and over. If you have children who are not competing, we do ask that you have an adult 

supervising at all times. Children are not permitted in the back cattle pen areas nor to help with 

moving them around or collaring and un-collaring cattle. 

 

Please respect that this is a private property and as such the residence, stable and machinery/hay 

shed areas are to remain off limits unless other arrangements have been made. 

  

There are to be no horses in and around the shaded spectator area (see picture) and all horses are to 

access the arena via the laneway on the western side of the camping paddock. Please look for signs. 

 

PRSAP events are not smoke free events however there is to be no smoking whilst riding both 

competing or warming up.  Please be aware that smoking is a high fire risk activity and we request 

that you be very mindful of where you choose to smoke in the summer months. Be courteous with 

cigarette butts and dispose of them appropriately. 

 

Glass is only permitted in the shed/gathering area. No products in glass are permitted in the 

camping, spectating or competition areas at any time. 

 

Camping is permitted and there is a $10 fee per vehicle, please ensure this is paid on the day or with 

entries to the treasurer.  When leaving make sure you camp area is clean and tidy.    

 

 


